REGENERATED CARDED

T E X M O D A TESSUTI SRL

In a historical moment in which the major international brands have focused on sustainability, Texmoda makes use of regenerated wools and
cotton, as well as polyammide and polyester, to lower the environmental
impact on its productions. The recycle and reuse of fibers already treated
allows to limit the workmanships and the use of chemical products and
the waste of water, saving energy and subtracting every year 22 tons of
materials to the cycle of disposal of the refusals.
A calculation, necessarily approximate, on the base of these 20.000 compared with the equivalent of virgin fiber, hands to esteem a saving of:
60 million kilowatt of energy
500.000 waters meter cubes
650 tons of chemical auxiliaries
300 tons of colorants.
Moreover we avoid the input in the atmosphere of :
18.000 tons of carbonic anhydride
1.000 tons of sulphurous anhydride
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100% MADE IN ITALY

#WECARE for sustainability
RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTION - ECOFRIENDLY FINISHING - DETOX GREENPEACE COMMITTED
Yarns certified

TEXMODA TESSUTI – COMPANY PROFILE
The company has been established more than 40 years ago and
became a production leader of fancy fabrics since the very beginning. Texmoda Tessuti has been able to extend its business
relationships with the most important and famous brands throughout the world. In fact, we are nowadays well known in both national and international markets .The production is entirely Made
in Italy, using only first quality raw materials and selected third
party companies. The key words of our strength are: Flexibility,
Quickness, Punctuality and Quality. We create new qualities and
designs everyday thanks to to technical skills and know-how
giving life to fashion and trendy collections.
Texmoda Tessuti takes also part to the major textile fairs throughout the world, showing innovative and fashionable collections
born from our capacity of interpreting the latest trends every
season.

SUSTAINABILITY IN TEXMODA TESSUTI
For a long time a very sensitive firm to the environmental thematics, Texmoda pursues the objectives of sustainability acting on
multiples fields to reach the goal of an eco-sustainable fashion
through a virtuous supply chain and a constant attention in the
whole productive cycle.

DETOX GREENPEACE
Texmoda Tessuti recognizes the importance of eliminating dangerous substances from the production cycle, for this reason, in
March 2016, we signed the Detox commitment, promoted by Greenpeace, thus initiating an important path of improvement. We
have committed ourselves to eliminating 8 groups of dangerous
chemicals from our industrial processes, leading to the ambitious
goal of eliminating 11 groups of harmful substances in 2020.

GRS CERTIFICATION

ECOVERO - CANOPY VISCOSE

Texmoda Tessuti has obtained the GRS certification regarding the
traceability of the regenerated products that it produces, recognition of a virtuous process and constant attention to the regenerated materials used, to offer a certified and transparent product.
The GRS criteria concern the following areas:
Product composition and content of recycled materials
Maintaining traceability throughout the entire production process
Restrictions on the use of chemicals.
Compliance with relevant environmental criteria that may concern:
water supply, wastewater discharge; and water discharges; energy
recovery (use of selected waste); pollutant emissions into the atmosphere; waste production and management; contamination of soil
and groundwater, management of dangerous substances, preparations and materials; sound emissions; emergency management
compliance with social criteria relating to workers rights.

The viscose in our fabrics can be sourced by
suppliers certified with Ecovero Lenzing and in
compliance with the Canopy standards

B.C.I. - GOTS - FSC YARN
Texmoda makes use of yarn's suppliers certified with FSC for viscose and BCI for cotton as well as GOTS for organic fibers
The FSC certification ensures that products come from responsibly
managed forests that provide environmental, social and economic
benefits.
The BCI provide training on more sustainable farming practices to
more than two million cotton farmers that now produce the most
sustainable cotton.
The GOTS certification is the worldwide leading textile processing
standard for organic fibers, including ecological and social criteria
of the entire textile supply chain.

POLY FROM PET OR FISHNET
We can source also yarns containing Polyammide and Polyestere coming from Pet or fishnet
recycling. .

ECO-FRIENDLY FINISHING
Texmoda Tessuti makes use of selected third
part suppliers sensitives to environmental
issues, especially our finishing process is
completed eco-friendly, and highly concerned
about water wastes and discharges and using
products chemicals hazardous free as well
as acting on energy saving with Led lighting
system, and textile machinery with inverters
controlled engines. Mostly, the whole finishing
plant is working with a water saving and water
recycling system.

COMPLIANCE ZDHC
Our fabrics are in compliance with the ZDHC
MRSL standard for chemical safety

